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You are most persuasive today and can be quite charismatic in speech and
your approach to things. You may find yourself lecturing or guiding others.

You are a natural for self-expression. You enjoy guest appearances, or writing professional-
ly or just simply a sales job-however, whatever you do, you go all the way. If you are in
sales, you will soon find yourself in the competition for the best salesperson this year.
Import, export business may be of interest-particularly if it allows you more time at home.
Exercise is important to you and you may want to grab a friend or loved one and enjoy a
bike ride near your home this afternoon. Tonight you may be asked to join a planning

committee for the next celebration in your neighborhood.

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

Your ability to take action and get things accomplished is appreciated-as
long as you are not too strong in expressing yourself. Working out ways to organize proj-
ects and people is liable to become a topic of special interest-and a challenge. You will do
well. Your health and work improve and profits are good. You are happy when you can live
on a royal scale. However, your generous nature and your love of fine possessions could
have you in trouble soon if financial plans are not made. You must put aside funds, build-
ing up the amount a little at a time in order to have a sense of security. Before you know it
you will have a nice nest egg. Get your tax papers in order for next year. Any opportunity
to work on this ahead of time is a good thing.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

You are great at coordinating events. Any entertainment group or business
that depends on bookings would be at an advantage with you on staff. A business of your
own will give you freedom and this is where you seem the happiest. Organizing projects
and people is a plus now. If you are not working for yourself, you could consider working
for a hotel or a catering group or a theme park, etc. When organizing a lecture, have more
material prepared than you can use in the time required. This will give you some sort of a
safety net. An elderly person in your life may need more attention than in the past.
Remember that there is always enough time for the important things-if it is important,
you will find time for it.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Your feelings are much more reflective than expressive just now-but there
are places to go, people to see and business over which to be productive. Your superiors
praise your work and your keen eye for detail. Be realistic with your estimate of the length
of time you think it will take you to finish a project. You and your team are feeling good
about the accomplishments of late. You have already accomplished quite a lot and it will
not be long before you will be able to enjoy a celebration of completion. The relationship
between you and a boss or superior improves. You discover that a personal checking or
savings balance is starting to look good due to your efforts to keep the budget under con-
trol. Everything in your life is coming together well.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Besting others in the heat of competition and taking on a leadership role
means more to you now than in the past-second best just will not cut it with you at this
time. You may have been waiting for some time to take on a new job. The only thing stand-
ing between you and a new position is a little competition and yet you would be wise to
compete with only yourself . . . This is where you find the winner. Make sure the interviewer
knows that you do very well at remaining calm under fire. You are mentally strong. This
afternoon you need to make an extra effort to hang on to your wallet; you watch the
spending spree of a friend and may be tempted to follow along. Why not just offer to help
hold the packages you won’t have to spend the energy to make the payments.

Leo (July 23-August 22)

Insight into your own inner self or psychology could come to the surface
today, and in a form that you can manage. You may find yourself in the mood for penetrat-
ing conversations or thoughts. Solving problems or making important decisions should
be easy for you today. You will find a way around just about any obstacle that you might
come across today. You will, however, be in control and be able to guide yourself with
ease. Your sense of inner direction is good and may lead to good opportunities. Wanting
to expand your horizons and trying to be the very best that you can be, could have you
exploring some interesting places today. This evening, your attention may be sparked in
areas such as politics, education, travel, religion or law.

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

There is a good possibility of a career turning point that may require some
careful thought and good judgment on your part. The current flow of events may dictate
a path that runs against your best talents and abilities. Do not sell yourself short. Hang in
there. Appreciating things of value is easy for you now, even the idea of value itself. You
may find yourself gaining materialistically at this time, as it is certainly a time when materi-
al things have a great deal of importance for you. Your practical side is showing and you
could be recognized for your vision of ways to create a better business. Remember to add
people to your holiday list that are easily forgotten. This is the season to show your appre-
ciation to the people that bring you comfort: service people.

Libra (September 23-October 22)

Going out and about to gather and exchange information becomes a more
enlightened part of your life, a very educational experience. Neighbors or family have a big
impact on your goals and make a big impression. This is a very socially active period.
Emotional support comes from your good friends, ideals and social interaction now. Your
life may be due for some important changes to take place. There is a need to break away
from old-fashioned ideas that you may carry from your past, to something totally new, dif-
ferent and unique. Allowing yourself to trek into the future with new concepts and leaving
some of the old patterns behind will benefit you in many exciting ways. Dare to be differ-
ent and allow your aesthetic and perceptive side to emerge.

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

You may discover some new method in which you can communicate effec-
tively. This communication could be with an old customer that was hard to

deal with in the past. Your attention today to gain the best results with this customer is a
good thing. You have time left this morning to help others complete their tasks. Do not
fuss over the little stuff; it’s all little stuff! Today and tomorrow could be the beginning of a
successful work program and this attitude will help you move forward. It is always a good
idea, however, to proof your work before moving forward. Humor is sometimes necessary
when we become rushed and today is perfect for your sort of humor. Make it a point to
laugh. Expect surprise visits. 

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Things are really moving in the direction of helping you to bring out your
unique and unusual qualities. You may find that someone close to you understands and is
supportive of your eccentricities. Opportunities keep appearing mysteriously to aid in your
climb up the corporate ladder. This could all be beneficial in allowing you to come up with
new solutions or inventions. Everything suggests that you will be taking the initiative. You
could feel great support from those around you, or circumstances could dictate your tak-
ing action. You have been working very, very hard. Enjoy socializing or plan to socialize as a
host or guest this week in some fun gathering. This could be a get-together with people

that enjoy the same things you enjoy.

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

Gentleness is a very important asset that you present to others. This is
almost a gracefulness that is regal. You may not seem disturbed by any diffi-

cult events that naturally occur around the office, but you could take a few frustrated feel-
ings home with you. If you notice this happening, slow down, take a deep breath and
adjust your thinking to a most positive place. This could possibly be the memory of a vaca-
tion or birth of a child; then let go of the day and create a healing place for you and your
family in your home. This is your castle against the slings and arrows of the world, so to
speak; create a good place. Others should see you as rather elegant just now, especially in

social circles. You are genuinely pleased to share what you know with others.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

Others may see you as a bit reserved; it should, however, work to your
advantage. Someone in authority recognizes your talent. You may want to attend some
sort of schooling to fine-tune your craft. What is expressed by others today may be based
on fact, but you seem determined to check the facts for yourself. This action may be neces-
sary to your profession but harmful to the psyche of a co-worker, depending on your
insight. Commit to a financial deal with a club, group or organization today. Avoid being
the one who does all the work by compromising with others. It may be your turn to cook
this evening and if so, others will stay around to reap the benefits. If you walk with your
sweetheart after the evening meal tonight, there will be rewards.

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

CROSSWORD 1110

ACROSS
1. A federal agency established to regulate the

release of new foods and health-related
products.

4. Any of several plants of the genus Hepatica
having 3-lobed leaves and white or pink-
ish flowers in early spring.

12. The unit of frequency.
15. (of roads) Made of logs laid down cross-

wise.
16. Very generous.
17. Goddess of the dead and queen of the

underworld.
18. An organization of countries formed in

1961 to agree on a common policy for the
sale of petroleum.

20. Small wildcat of the mountains of Siberia
Tibet and Mongolia.

22. A Gaelic-speaking Celt in Ireland or
Scotland or the Isle of Man.

24. Partially carbonized vegetable matter satu-
rated with water.

25. A feeling of strong eagerness (usually in
favor of a person or cause).

26. A legally binding command or decision
entered on the court record (as if issued
by a court or judge).

28. Graded markings that indicate light or
shaded areas in a drawing or painting.

30. The cardinal number that is the sum of
seven and one.

33. The language of the nomadic Lapp people
in northern Scandinavia and the Kola
Peninsula.

34. In a slim or slender manner.
37. English scholastic philosopher and

assumed author of Occam's Razor (1285-
1349).

41. Wrap us in a cerecloth, as of a corpse.
44. A loose sleeveless outer garment made

from aba cloth.
47. Water soaked soil.
48. The process of remembering (especially

the process of recovering information by
mental effort).

51. A unit of current equal to 10 amperes.
54. African tree having an exceedingly thick

trunk and fruit that resembles a gourd
and has an edible pulp called monkey
bread.

56. Desert shrub of Syria and Arabia having
small white flowers.

57. Spread or daub over.
61. A hard brittle blue-white multivalent

metallic element.
62. A doctor's degree in musical arts.
63. A choice that is made by voting.
66. Open-heart surgery in which the rib cage

is opened and a section of a blood vessel
is grafted from the aorta to the coronary
artery to bypass the blocked section of
the coronary artery and improve the
blood supply to the heart.

70. Same in identity.
72. A woman hired to suckle a child of some-

one else.
73. A dissolute man in fashionable society.
77. A master's degree in business.
78. Thickening of tissue in the motor tracts of

the lateral columns and anterior horns of
the spinal cord.

79. Biennial or perennial herbs of north tem-
perate regions.

80. Annual grass of Europe and North Africa.

DOWN
1. Beat severely with a whip or rod.
2. Amino acid that is formed in the liver and

converted into dopamine in the brain.
3. American novelist (1909-1955).
4. A unit of power equal to 746 watts.
5. A trivalent metallic element of the rare earth

group.
6. (Australian and New Zealand) A disparaging

term for English immigrants to Australia

or New Zealand.
7. Make fit for, or change to suit a new pur-

pose.
8. Prong on a fork or pitchfork.
9. A large waterfall on the border between

Argentina and Brazil.
10. A genus of Caltha.
11. A silvery ductile metallic element found

primarily in bauxite.
12. (Mexican) Ground beef and chili peppers

or chili powder often with tomatoes and
kidney beans.

13. Wood of a pecan tree.
14. Informal language consisting of words and

expressions that are not considered
appropriate for formal occasions.

19. Any of various often strong-smelling
plants of the genus Cleome having showy
spider-shaped flowers.

21. Aristocratic Italian family of powerful mer-
chants and bankers who ruled Florence in
the 15th century.

23. Marked by good order and cleanliness in
appearance or habits.

27. A metric unit of volume or capacity equal
to 10 liters.

29. (Roman mythology) God of love.
31. Plot of land belonging to an English parish

church or an ecclesiastical office.
32. English theoretical physicist who applied

relativity theory to quantum mechanics
and predicted the existence of antimatter
and the positron (1902-1984).

35. A white linen liturgical vestment with
sleeves.

36. Cubes of meat marinated and cooked on a
skewer usually with vegetables.

38. (astronomy) A relatively small extraterres-
trial body consisting of a frozen mass that
travels around the sun in a highly elliptical
orbit.

39. Earlier a god.
40. (from a combination of MOdulate and

DEModulate) Electronic equipment con-
sisting of a device used to connect com-
puters by a telephone line.

42. An official prosecutor for a judicial district.
43. Essential oil or perfume obtained from

flowers.
45. A coarse obnoxious person.
46. The blood group whose red cells carry

both the A and B antigens.
49. Lower in esteem.
50. Praise, glorify, or honor.
52. (British) A waterproof raincoat made of

rubberized fabric.
53. Type genus of the Percidae.
55. The word class that qualifies verbs or claus-

es.
58. (computer science) A system of world-

wide electronic communication in which
a computer user can compose a message
at one terminal that is generated at the
recipient's terminal when he logs in.

59. (informal) "in the dumps".
60. Rock star and drummer for the Beatles

(born in 1940).
64. Evergreen trees and shrubs having oily

one-seeded fruits.
65. A member of an Iroquoian people former-

ly living on the south shore of Lake Erie in
northern Ohio and northwest
Pennsylvania and western New York.

67. Projectiles to be fired from a gun.
68. A small cake leavened with yeast.
69. Stairway in India leading down to a land-

ing on the water.
71. A unit of electrical power in an AC circuit

equal to the power dissipated when 1 volt
produces a current of 1 ampere.

74. A metallic element having four allotropic
forms.

75. An informal term for a father.
76. A soft silvery metallic element of the alkali

earth group.
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